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1. INTR~DUCTI~N 
The symmetric group S, for n > 4 has two proper double covers S,~I and 
S,p [S]. Each has a center -1 of order 2 in the commutator. The two groups 
are distinguished by the order of the element corresponding to a transposition 
in S, _ This element has order 4 in S,- and order 2 in S,+. The group S, is a 
subgroup of index 2 in S,+ <T) where <T) is cyclic of order four and . denotes 
the central product. It consists of the elements of (S,+)’ together with products 
of elements in S,+ - (S,+)’ with T. Much is known about the characters and 
representations of S,+ having - 1 in the kernel. These are precisely the faithful 
characters and representations of S, . See [2, 4, 6]. The faithful representations 
of S,* are not so well understood. The characters have been determined by 
Schur [Sj. The character values, except for one basic representation, are given 
by recursive functions called Schur functions. These are difficult to evaluate 
and properties of the characters cannot be readily found. The degrees, however, 
are know. 
Recently, James has found a way to describe the ordinary representations 
of S, in terms of submodules of induced modules [3, 41. This approach recovers 
the Specht modules [a. Using this approach, much of the ordinary theory 
including many properties of the characters can be determined. There are also 
new applications to the modular theory. This paper is an attempt to extend the 
methods to faithful representations of S,+ in the hope of gaining a better under- 
standing of these representations. 
The method is to induce the basic representation from Sz-, to S,‘. This 
module is examined in detail. Various submodules are obtained. The action 
of S,* on these submodules gives the basic representations of S,* plus another 
irreducible representation which has the same degree as the one denoted 
<n - 1, 1) by Schur [5]. The construction applies for any field and can be used 
to determine the p-modular constituents of certain characteristic 0 representa- 
tions. If p = 2, these are faithful 2-modular representations of S, as -1 is 
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in the 2-modular kernel. This method provides an irreducible 2-modular 
representation other than the basic representation. Using Frobenius reciprocity 
for the ordinary representations, we state and prove a Branching theorem ana- 
logous to the Branching theorems for S, . 
In Section 2, the group S,- is described in detail. The induced module from 
S;-, is analyzed in Sections 3 and 4. Applications in characteristic zero arc 
given in Sections 5 and 6. Applications to characteristic p are given in Sections 
7 and 8. 
2. THE GROUP S,- 
We will deal throughout with the group S,,m. Any results about properties 
or representations of S,p can be translated readily into results about S,, . For 
computations in S;~ we use a realization of S; described by Conway and others 
at Cambridge. This appears in the “Atlas” prepared by them [I]. We describe it 
here for our work. In this realization the elements of S,- are of the form 
&[u,] ... [ur] where the ~7; are disjoint cycles of S, . These elements are the 
two lifts of q ... 0,. in S, . It is only necessary to determine how to write [u][~] 
as such a product if G and 7 are not disjoint and how rearranging the order of 
the [uJ changes the sign. Let .Q be the set {l,..., n} with another element cc\ 
adjoined. We work in the group SQs,- as defined in [5, Abschnitt I, Sect. 3, 
relation II]. For each element i E Q - co it is possible to choose a particular lift 
X(i) in S,p of the transposition (i, a) in S, for which the following relations 
are satisfied. Suppose i, ,..., i,,, are distinct in (Q - (co)). Denote Xj = S(i?). 
Then 
If we define [X1X, .‘. XV,,] = X-rX&, ... -Xi , we have 
[Xl] =:- -1 and [Xl& ... -I-J = (-l)m+l [X2 ... X-,X1] (2.3) 
and 
[.i-l .‘. xT,i-l] xv, = (-I),,, X~,,[X, ... X&. (2.4) 
In particular [XI’] == -[YX] and [XYZ] := [YZX]. If o =~ (& ,..,, i,,)), define 
[o] = [X,X, ... X,,]. This information is sufficient to enable signed products 
of nondisjoint cycles to be written as signed products of disjoint cycles. The 
examples below will demonstrate this. These relations will be needed later. 
They are presented here to provide practice in multiplying elements of S, ~. 
We denote [x1x2 .‘. s,,,] by [ilip ... ;,I. 
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LEMMA 2.1. The following relations hold in S,- where (g)” = k-l gk. 
(1) Eis h*zl = -[ij] where i, j, k, 1 aye distinct. 
(2) [ij][j”l = -[ik] where i, j, k are distinct. 
(3) [;i3rijl = [zj] = -[ji] for i, j distinct. 
(4) [zj]“’ = (sgn k) [UV] where k as a permutation in S, maps i to u and j to v 
and sgn k is the sign of k considered as a permutation of S, . 
Proof. Note -[zj] = [;ilP1 == [ji] as (-[zj]) ([zj]) = -+iji = ijji = --ii = I. 
Also [ji] = -[f by (2.3). Now 
[ij]l”‘l = -[k, l][ij][kl] 
== -[kZ][[j] klk 
= +[kl] k[ij] lk by (2.4) 
=- [kl] kZk[ij] 
= [kl][kl][ij] 
=~z -[iii. 
This is (1). 
For (2) we compute 
[ij][jhl = -[jk] [;i] [jk] 
= WI [.A WI 
= jkikj = j[ki]j 
_ -jj[ki] = [ki] = -[ik]. 
This is (2) and (3) is immediate. As S,- is generated by transpositions of the 
form [k, I], (4) follows by induction on the length of such a product. 
LEMMA 2.2. If i, j, k are distinct in S,m , 
[ijl [ik] = [;jk] = (-[ikj])’ 
has order 3. 
Proof. From the definitions, [@][ik] = -&iki == -[ijk]. Also 
. . . . . . 
[ikjl [ikj] = zkyzkjz = -ikjkji 
= -i[kjJji = i[jk] jr’ 
::= ;jkjji = - ijki = - [$I. 
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As -[ijk] has order 3 as an element of S, it has order 3 or 6 in S,-. As it is 
the square of [&j], it has order 3 in S,-. 
3. THE INDUCED REPRESENTATION FROM SC-, 
Let G be isomorphic to S,-. Take H the subgroup isomorphic to S,, which 
is the stabilizer of 1 in the image of G as S, . If X is a k representation of H, 
let Xc be the induced representation of G. Here K is a field of arbitrary charac- 
teristic. In particular suppose gr , g, ,..., g,, are coset representatives with gi a 
permutation mapping 1 to i. Let X(H) act on I/. We may suppose Xc acts on 
VG = @ zy=, Vi by ((v)~~) Xc(g) = (nX(h)),, where gig = hgj , vi and vj are 
isomorphisms between V and Vi , Vj , respectively, and v E V. We wish to let 
X be any irreducible representation for which 
X([f + [jk] + [ki]) = 0 for distinct i, j, k with 2 < i, j, k .< n. (3.1) 
This is true for the basic representations defined in [5, Abschnitt VI]. It follows 
for example from the fact that X( - [jik]) has 
trace - (degree X)/2, [ji][jk] = -[jik] = (-[jki])z has order 3 
and so 
X[ji]([tj] + [jk] + [ki]) = X(1 - [jik] - [jki]) = 0. 
Such representations occur for characteristic p by taking modular constituents 
of X. In the course of this paper, these representations X will be defined in- 
ductively on n and shown to satisfy (3.1). 
We will find invariant subspaces of VG to which we may restrict X”. This 
will give in characteristic 0 the basic representations of S;- as well as a new 
representation with the same degree as the one denoted {n - 1, 1) in [5, 
Abschnitt X]. In this way the basic representation can be determined inductively. 
For notational convenience we delete the Xc when acting on VG. That is for 
g E G, uXo(g) becomes ug. We do the same for X(H) acting on V; namely, 
wX(h) becomes vh. 
Let rijr be [;il $- [jk] + [ki] in th e rou g p ring over k of G E S,p. Let W be 
the k span of Vcr,j, for all i, j, k where we have extended Xc to the group ring 
of G. We will show that W mod a certain invariant subspace is irreducible. 
To do this we will investigate some remarkable properties of the elements 
rCjl, and utilize property (3.1) of X. 
We will show that g-lrijkg = *r,,, for any g E G where as a permutation 
in s, ,g maps ;, j, k to U, V, w. This will follow if it is true for all [r, s] as G is 
generated by such elements. We use the relations 
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(i) [~$~rl = -[zj], 
(ii) [ij][j”l = -[i/z], 
(iii) [ijl[W = [ij] = -[ji], 
where i, j, k, 2 are distinct as shown in Lemma 2.1. In particular if {r, s} n {i, j, k) 
is empty r@ = --rXjl, . If r = k, s # ;, j, or R, then r$;l = -[$] - [js] - 
[si] = -riis . Also r$l = rijl, = -rjki . This shows r&l = -r,,, where u, 
v, w are the respective images under [YS] of i, j, h. We have proved the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3. I. If g is in G, g-lrtjrg = (r&Q = (sgn g)I’,,, where g considered 
as a permutation in S, maps i, j, k to u, v, w and has sign (sgng). 
Suppose next 2 is not i, j, or k and vr = (v)vl E V, , ZI E V. Then v,[ijl = 
(v(g,[ij]g;‘)v, and so v,(rij,) = (v(gJijkg;‘))v, . We will show below that 
X(gJ,j,g;l) = 0 for I # i, j or k so Qijk will be 0. Note by Lemma 3.1 
-1 
g2 ijkg2 r = *r,,, . As 2 # i, j or k, the individual terms g,[ijlg;‘, gJj, k]g;‘, 
and g,[k, i]g;’ are all in H and are [uzi], [VW], [WU] with none of u, v, w being 1. 
Now by (3.1) X(FU”,,,) = 0. We have now proved the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. If vt E V, , 
We now consider vj(rijk) where vi = (v)vi . The following computational 
lemma is crucial for our construction. 
LEMMA 3.3. [ijk]rii, = -rijk = [ikj]Tij,. 
In particular [kj”&j]TijR = [ijl[kj]rijk = [ki][klJTijli = [kj][ki]rijk = r,?,. 
Proof. Note [;jl[kj] = [ji][jk] = -[zkj] by Lemma 2.2. Also [ikj][ikj] = 
-[ijk]. Now [zj][k~~([ij] + [jk] + [ki]) = [ki] + [ij] + [zjy[kj][ki] using Lemma 
2.1. We need only examine 
[ijl[kj][ki] = - [ikj][ki] = - [kji][ki] = - kjikkik = kjiik = - [kj] = [jk] 
and so 
Note [ki][kj] = -[kij] and [kj][ki] = -[kji] and the remaining relations follow 
easily. 
We utilize this lemma as follows. First vi(rii,) = v,([ij][kj]riik) = (vJ;il[kj]) 
rfj, . It is clear that v,([ijl[kj])) is a vector in V, . It follows immediately that 
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Vi(r,,,.) ~~~ I;(r,,,) : I/7,C(rzi,J, the argument for IT, using ditferent relations 
in Lemma 3.3. 
Suppose now u: is an arbitrary vector in I’G with w : C zc, , x, 5 I, ‘Then 
w(r,,,) = (w, . wj 1 ZU~)~,,,,~ . This is w,(rii,) !- w.~([;jl[kj])([/~]Cii]r~,~) 
W~[ki][kj]([kj][ki]rij,<) =: (Wj * Wj[ij][kj] - WJki][kj])(rjjJs.) [(w;[jk] .~ 
wj[zj] l- w,[ki])([kj])S (r;jl,). If now (w<[jk] +- 7~~[ij] -t w,[ki][kj] zc’ :- 0, then 
w‘ is in Vi and z~‘r,~,, = zu’riik . It is now straightforward to prove the following 
theorem. 
'L'HEOREM 3.4. Let Wbe the span of Fj(r,i,:)fo~ all i,j, ii. .Assumr n 6 rind 
9 is irreducible satisj&‘ng (3.1). Let W, b e an S,~ invariant szthspacr of I"; zcith 
W, c ( VG)I. Th en WI 2 W. This implies lv/ W n (V,)l is irreducible. Iiere 
(VG)l is the set of sectors u L C vi such that ai[jk] + zj[;i] 'i', [hi] is 0 for all 
i, j, k distinct. 
Proof. Suppose IV1 is an invariant subspacc of ITc for which 11-c 1Vi and 
WI e (VGY. 
Suppose w = C eu, is in WI but not in (I’“)l. This means there is an Ii, j, k; 
for which wj[jk] ulj[ij] -1 wk(ki] # 0. By the paragraph preceding this 
theorem, zcrij,, = ZL”T,~,,, with zu’ E I;, . As 70 t w, ) 7drijk E WI Let z’,(rii,,J be 
any such vector in IVi Then ‘ui(riilC ) 0 is in W, for all 4 c S,, In particular 
using r,,,, 0 &ol;,, for appropriate CI there is a vector ~‘i(ri~~~) in IV1 Let I - 
be the subspace of Vi containing vectors n for which v r,,, are in II-, If CT t S,, 
does not move I, 2, or 3, ai(~)(F,,,) must also be in W, . So \vc’ can assume ( is 
an (&-a) invariant subspace where Qa fixes I, 2, and 3. As 1’i:,, -m: 1;,:, . 
(U[23])T,,, =: c’T,,,[23] :- - UT&231 is in IV1 and so K is also [2, 31 invariant. 
Also c’ r&34] m= U[34]r,,, and so 1,. [34] r,,, is in W, SU~~NSC n . 6. \I’e 
know (Crr,,)r,,, _ U [23]F,,, == UT,,, using Lemma 3.2. As C - I;,, is in IV, , 
c’r,,, is in W, Also as IJ’ [34] r,,, is in IV, , Car [34] r&i,, I- P~IPW',,, 
is in WI However, the spaces U and U [34][24] = li [432] cannot be equal or 7.’ 
would be S,,+, invariant and G would be Vi as AI7 is irreducible. This would mean 
WC IV, which we are assuming is not the case. Now if TJ’ is the span of l,’ and 
I; [432], L” r,,, is contained in WI As dim C” Y dim I,7 wc obtain a contra- 
diction by acting on C’rrj, with an element of S,,+, mapping [5, 6) to 12, 3). This 
shows V 1 -= I: and V 1 r r2a is in r/v, . Clearly now WC WI and the first part of 
the theorem has been proved. 
We will show at the end of this section and in the next section that ( I”;)i 
and W are S’,,p invariant subspaces. Consequently W/W n ( I ‘(‘) is irreducible. 
Remark. The cases of rt :G 5 can be handled separately. ‘I’he ‘l’hcorem is 
not true for IZ ~ 5 in characteristic 2. 
We now obtain an inequality on the dimension of W. It is clear that the 
subspaces Vr(r,,,.) for k =- 3, 4,..., n are disjoint as the 11;. coordinates are 
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nonzcro for 17i(r,,,) but 0 for Vr(r,,,) for j f R. This shows dim W 3 (n-2) 
dim 1,‘. 
LEMMA 3.5. dim W > (n - 2) dim V. 
We can also show dim( Yc)l < 2(di m c’). In particular if Cizl vi , vi E Vi , is 
in (V”)‘, v,[2j] + v,[12] + vj[jl] = 0 and so the Vj component of Cy=, zii 
is determined once vr and z)a are determined. Consequently dim( Vc)’ .< 2 dim V. 
LEMMA 3.6. dim(F)- < 2 dim I;. 
It follows from our computations that W is a G invariant subspace. Indeed 
~,r,,,~g ~~vigr,Lvw , where vig E k’,, , by Lemma 3.1. This means g permutes 
the generators of W. Also (V”)’ is G invariant for if v,[jk] + vJij] + z+#z;] = 0, 
v+g[jk]” ricg[ij]~ + vkg[ki]” = 0. As [Y, s]” = sgn( g) [Y’, s’] where Y’, s’ are 
the images of r. s under g, it follows that ( lTG)i is G invariant. We will show this 
again in the next section by finding spanning subspaces for ( VG)l and W which 
are independent and by showing how G acts on them. 
4. THE SUBSPACES (VG)l AND W 
Because of ‘l’heorem 3.4, it is important to determine the space (V”)“. To this 
end we introduce the map Bi from Vi to VG by vitii = &i ~~[;il. We will show 
that the vectors in Vi Bi for any two distinct i span ( VG) l. 
To begin suppose v’ = (v&?, , vU E Vu . To show v’ E ( VG)l we must show 
for distinct i, j, k that vJjk] + vk[ki] + vj[zj] = 0 where vi, v,, uj are the 
components of z” from Vi , V, , V, . Suppose first none of ;, j, K is u. We then 
have 
[uiJ[jk][iu] = -[jk] = [kj], 
[uj][zj][iu] = [ji], 
[uk][ki][iu] = [ik]. 
(4.1) 
As u is not i, k, orj 
v,([kj] + [ji] + [ik]) = (v([k’j’] + [j’i’] 2 [i’k’]))p,( 
for appropriate v E V. Here k’, j’, i’ are dictinct, not 1 and so this is 0 by (3.1). 
We may now suppose either u = i, j, or k. If u = i 
vi(([;il”) + [ik][ki]) = vui(-1 + 1) = 0. 
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Ifj : zz u we must consider 
But 
Now 
[jiJ[jk] = -[jik], 
[jk][ki] = [jik]. (4.2) 
4[.jWl + [jkl[kil) = 0. 
The situation with u 2 k is similar. We have shown that in all cases V,,O,, is 
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in ( YG)l. 
LEMMA 4.1. I/,0, is in ( VG)i for all u where fey z’,, E Vu , vuOu = Ci+ v,[ui]. 
If u -f w, V,O, is disjoint from V,O,” and so (VG)l has dimension at least 2 dim V. 
Proof. We have proved everything except disjointness of V,O, and VVO, . 
However, the component in V,, of elements of V,O, is zero but is nonzero for 
nonzero elements of 17,0, . This means V,,O, n V,O, = 0 and as both are in 
( VG)l, dim( VG)l 3 2 dim V. It is clear that dim V,O, = dim V. 
LEMMA 4.2. ( VG)l = V,O, @ V,,O, for any u # w and so dim( VG), : 
2 dim V. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 3.6. 
We wish to show that W has dimension (n - 2) dim V and so W is spanned by 
V,(r,,,) for K = 3 ,..., n. In particular for C zi in VG define TQ vj) == Cjbi 
v?[ji]. Clearly 7i is a homomorphism from VG to I/i . A computation as above 
shows each v#& is in the kernel of 71 . As ~r( V,) = VI and ~a( VI) -= Vz the 
intersection of the kernels of all or has dimension at most (n - 2) dim V. 
Consequently this dimension is (n - 2) dim V and W = span Vl(,(r,,,) k = 3,...,n 
by Lemma 3.5. 
LEMMA 4.3. The space W is the intersection of the kernels of 7% and T, for 
i fj, dim W = (n - 2) dim V, and W is spanned by V,(r,,,) for j = 3,..., n. 
We now show explicitly that the span of the V,O, has exactly dimension 
2 dim V. To do this we show ViOi C V,O, + V,O, . Suppose V~ E Vi . We will 
find vr E V, and vu2 E Vz such that vlO1 + vuzOz = viOi . This is immediate if 
i = 1 or 2. By examining the VI and V, component of vlO1, VIOL, and viOi 
we must have v,[21] = q[il] and ~~(12) = vJi2]. This means va = vJ[i1][12]) 
and or = vJi2][21]. We need only check that with this choice of or and v2, the 
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Vj component of vr8, + V&I, is that of Vitii . Forj > 3 this means Vi([i2][21][lj] + 
[i1][12][2j]) = VJijl if i #j and 0 if i = j. By computing in G we see 
[i2][21][li] + [i1][12][2i] = [12] + [21] = 0, 
[i2lPll[!jlCjil + [i11[121[2jl[j~1 = [12fl + Wjl. 
Now vi([12] + [21] = 0. Also Vi([12j] + [21j]) = vi as [21j] = [12$-r and 
i#l, 2, or j because v,([12j] + [21j]) = (v([1’25”] + [2’1’j’]))~)~ where 
vi = (v)vi and gi[12j]g;r = [1’2’j’] and g,[21j]g;’ = [2’l’j’] are in H. 
By (3.1) this is vi as [1’2’j’] = [2’l’j’]-l and none of 1’2’, or 3’ are 1. We have 
proved the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.4. If vi E Vi , v,B, = v16, + v20z with vl = v,[i2][21] and vu2 = 
vi[il][12]. 
Recall that g[zj]g-r = *[i’, j’] w h ere as a permutation g-l takes i, j to i’, j’. 
Consequently (v,8i)(g-1) = (Vi{g-l(&+i g[ijlg-l)}) = (Sgn g)V& where V,g-’ = VI, 
in V, . It follows that (v,e,)g = &jk . This means in turn that the span of 
viei for all i is G invariant. By Lemma 4.4 all viei are in VIeI + vs0, = ( VG)l. 
By the double transitivity of S, , 1 and 2 can be replaced by i and u. This proves 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.5. If g E G, Vieig = VkO, for appropriate k and ( VG)l is invariant. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let Hk be the subgroup of G for which Hk is the stabilizer of k. 
Then (V,tl,)H, = V,S, . If k = 1, the action of HI = H is similar to the action 
of X* where X*(h) = sgn(h) X(h). 
Proof. We have shown v&g = (sgng)(v,(g)) Bi for g in Hi . Now VI(g) = 
(v(g,gg;‘))p?r where (v)pr = vr and so the map of v to vr is a similarly. This 
shows the action of H restricted to VI 0, is similar to X*. 
LEMMA 4.7. The action of H on (VG)‘/V,S, is similar to X. 
Proof. As ( VG)l = V,e, + V,@, one can determine the action of H on 
V,e, + V,&JV,0, by considering the V, component. This is similar to the 
representation X as in the proof of Lemma 4.6. 
LEMMA 4.8. If X and X* are not similar (VG)‘- is either irreducible or has 
a unique invariant subspace. On this subspace, H acts as X. 
Proof. This follows as VIeI, the unique subspace of (VG)-‘- on which H 
acts as X*, is not G invariant. 
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Remark. We will show in Section 7 that for certain congruences of n(modp), 
( I/C)L is reducible in characteristic p in the situation of this lemma. Of course 
if characteristic k is 0, (F’/(;)I must be irreducible here using Maschke’s theorem. 
5. RESULTS FOR CHt\RACTERISTIC ZERO 
In this section and the next we apply the results above when the characteristic 
of k is 0. In the later sections we consider k of characteristic p and show con- 
nections between the representations in characteristic 0 and p. Suppose, then, 
for this section that k is a field in character zero. We assume k is large enough 
so that the representations do not split in a larger field. 
It follows from a dimension argument using the results of Section 4 that 
C/C = W @ (P’“)‘. Certainly the dimensions are correct by Lemmas 4.2 
and 4.3. If (V”)’ n W =A 0, let W, he a complement to MT -’ ( vG)-L. Now 
WI n (1/G)-I- = 0 and so by Theorem 3.4, W, >_ W which is absurd. The cases 
n < 5 must be treated by inspection. This means NJ1 - 0 and V” = W @(V”)-‘. 
We will show this again in Section 7 when handling the characteristic p fields. 
Theorem 3.4 now implies that W is irreducible. 
Suppose first X is not similar to X*. Then Lemma 4.8 shows ( VG)’ is irredu- 
cible. If this irreducible representation is denoted I’, I- ST;-, has constituents 
X and XA by Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7. As long as 11 # 4,( C’G).L and W have different 
dimensions and so the representations on each subspace are not similar. Again 
n L= 4 is handled by inspection. By Frobenius reciprocity now, I’ and 1.:’ arc 
similar. 
Suppose next that X and Xv are similar. Again let 1’ be the action of G on 
( vG)I. Suppose Y is irreducible. Then Y / S’;-, would have ,Y as a constituent 
with multiplicity two. This would mean by Frobenius Reciprocity that I’ would 
be a constituent of V’G with multiplicity two. Except for n == 4 this cannot happen 
as the dimensions are wrong because vG L= IG’G (P)‘. This means ( C’G)-L 
is a sum of two irreducibles, say 2, and 2, . If 2, were similar to Z, , Frobenius 
reciprocity would be contradicted and so Z1 and Z, are distinct. It can also be 
shown using results from [.5] that 2:: = Z, . 
Proceeding by induction, we obtain irreducible representations of S,, 
When n. = 2, X has dimension I, X[12] = = i. When n is odd, we obtain a self- 
conjugate representation of twice the degree as the one for n - I. When n is 
even, we obtain distinct conjugate representations of the same degree. These 
results are summarized in Table I. The representations so obtained for S, 
will be denoted X, (or X$). 
We now use results from Schur [5] to identify and evaluate the representations 
Xn . Our computations show that in characteristic zero there is an oirreducible 
representation of degree 2(,+1)/2 for n odd and 2(n-2)/2 for n even. For n odd 
there is one representation lvhich is the action on (V,)-‘- of the induced represen- 
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TABLE I 
Representations (n) and (n - 1, l), n > 3 
Parity basic Number of <n - I, I) Number of 
ofn Character degree characters Character degree characters 
Odd (n) z x, 2’“-“/” 1 <II - 1, 1) = 2, 2c*r-s)/e(n - 2) 2 
Even <n) = X, 21n--2’/2 2 (n - 1, I) = 2, 217i-z)/yn - 2) 1 
tation from either of the basic representations of S;..., . For n even, there are 
two representations X, and Xz . The action of X, + Xt is the action on ( VG)l 
of the induced representation from the basic representation of S,-, . 
This information alone for n >, 7 identifies these characters for A’;-, as the 
fundamental characters fn defined in [5 Abschnitt VI, 441. These are denoted 
also as (n). One can read from [5, Sect. VII] the character values. Outside A,- 
for n even the characters are 0 except on the n-cycles. Here the value is 
[n/2( - 1)” j2]1~2. Of course, if n is odd the characters are Ooutside A n - as X,z = X-z. 
The results for n .< 7 are obtained by inspection. 
The representations 2, of G on W have the same degree as the ones denoted 
In - 1, I> in [5]. We will denote ours by (n - 1, 1) also but do not prove they 
are the same as those of [5]. The degrees of these are summarized in Table I. 
These follow easily from properties of (n), Frobenius reciprocity, and our 
induction. Note that for n even X,-r is similar to X2-,and we obtain one character 
of type <n - 1, 1). If n is odd, X,-i and E-i are not similar and so there are 
characters obtained from W induced from either X, or X$ . The representation 
on the complement, (VG)‘- in each case is (n?, the basic representation of S,$- 
which is self-conjugate. The element of S,- whose cycle type is (n - 1, 1) 
is not conjugate to its negative in S,- as can be checked from the defining 
relations or [5]. The character of the basic representation of S;_, does not vanish 
on the n ~ 1 cycles as noted above and so the induced character does not vanish 
either. This means the character of (n - 1, 1) is nonzero on the element of S,,- 
with cycle type (n - 1, 1). In particular there are two nonconjugate representa- 
tions of type (n - 1, 1) for n odd, 2, and Zz . 
6. BRANCHING THEOREM 
The results we have obtained for the basic representation can be interpreted 
as a branching theorem. We assume n > 4 for convenience. 
THEOREM 6.1. If (nj is the basic representation described in Section 5, fn?! 
s,mm, = (n - I> or a sum of the two distinct conjugate representations <n - 1 j 
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if there are ta>o. This can be interpreted as follouls. One obtains the constituents of 
(n)l S;-, by summing ovey representations obtained by removing a node from the 
diagram of (nj. 
A similar result is true for our representation (n - I, I ). 
THEOREM 6.2. Ij (n - 1, 1) is the representation described in Section 5, 
(n - 1, 1) S,-r = (n - 1) -1. Yi. H eye i n is odd, there are two conjugates of j 
(n - 1, l), (n - 1) is one of the basic representations, and Y1 is the representation 
of type (n - 2, 1) for S,, . Ijn is even, there is only one conjugate of (n - I, 1')) 
(n - 1) is the one basic representation of S,, , and Y1 is the sum of the two 
conjugate representations of S;;-, of type in - 2, 1). This is summarized in 
Table II. 
TABLE II 
Decompositions of in) and Cn - 1, I > Restricted to 5’; 1 for n 3-s 4 
We will need the following lemma which is more special than Theorem 6.2. 
LEMMA 6.3. The representation (n - 1, 1) of S,- restricted to S;-, contains 
one of the basic representations (n - 2) OY (n - 2)* of ST-, with multiplicity 
at least two. 
Proof The representation of S,, on W contains the basic representation 
X,-r of S;-, with multiplicity one by Frobenius reciprocity. We will show that W 
has an S;-, invariant subspace W, which is not SE-, invariant and on which S,, 
acts as X:-i 1 S;- a . Then X$-r ! S,, is isomorphic to X,-r / S;-, and the 
lemma will be proven. Recall for n odd, -U,_, / S,, is irreducible and for n 
even, X-,-r 1 S;-, is a sum of distinct basic representations X,-, and X$-_, . 
Let W, = I’, Cy=, rrzi . If cr E S,, fixes 1 and 2, w1 o = ZJ~ zr=, r,ai~ 2 
qu* zi=, rrziwhere CJ* = (sgn 0)~. Here wr E W, , q E V, and wr== qCTz, rrzj. 
Now W, is S;-, invariant and the action of S,, on W, is similar to X2-r / S&, . 
Suppose W, is S;-, invariant where S;-, fixes (1). Then a(Cr=, r,,J [23] 
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= v’ Cr=, r,si where v and v’ are in I’, . This means -v[23] Czy=s,i+a rlsi = 
v’(C r,si). By examining the I’i component for any i 3 4 we see -~[23][il] = 
v’[il] and so v’ = -v[23]. Now examining the Vs component we see -v[23][13] 
(n - 2) = v’[31] = -v[23][31]. This means (n - 2) v[23] = -v[23] and so 
(n - 1) v[23] = 0. As char K = 0, u = 0 and IV, is not S;-, invariant. 
Proof of Theorem 6.2. We suppose first that n is odd. By Frobenius reciprocity, 
(n - 1, I)1 S;-, contains X,-r as a constituent. As n is odd, X+, is not similar 
to XL, and so X$-r is not a constituent of (n - 1, I)/ S,, by the remarks at 
the end of Section 5. By Lemma 6.3, (n - 1, l)i S;-, contains X,-r / S;-s 
with multiplicity at least two. This means some constituent of (12 - 1, 1 )I S,, 
other than X,-r contains X,-r 1 S,, as a constituent. As X:-i is not such 
a constituent, <n - 1, l>l s,, must have (n - 2, 1) as a constituent. 
As 2(+3)/2(, - 2) = 2(np3)jz + 2(n-3)/2(n - 3) there are no other constituents. 
Consequently(n-1, 1) 1 S,, = (n - 1) + (n - 2, 1). 
Suppose next that 71 is even. Again by Frobenius reciprocity (n - I, 1); S;-, 
contains Xn-r as a constituent with multiplicity one. Here X-,-i is similar to 
x:-1 . As (n - I, 1) 1 S;-, contains one of the basic representations of S;-, with 
multiplicity at least two, some constituent of (n - I, 1)1 SC-, must be one of the 
representations (n - 2, 1) of S;-, . As (n - 1, 1) is similar to (n - 1, I)*, 
both (n - 2, 1) and (n - 2, l)* must occur as constituents. Now the degrees 
shows that all constituents have been identified and (n - 1, 1>1 S;-, = 
(n - 1) + (n - 2, 1) + (n - 2, 1>*. 
We can state this Branching theorem in a way suggestive for other representa- 
tions. It has been proven above for the representations corresponding to (n> 
and (n - 1, 1). Observations using known character tables suggest some form 
of it may be true for other representations of S,-. 
BRANCHING THEOREM. Let h be one of the partitions (n) or (n - 1, I). 
If X,, is the representation corresponding to A, X, 1 S;-, is a sum with multiplicity one 
of representations of S;E-~ corresponding to partitions obtained from A by removing 
an end node providing the resulting diagram has distinct row lengths. If X, is 
self-conjugate, each such representation appears. If X, is not self-conjugate, only 
one of the non-self-conjugate such representations appears. 
We summarize some of the information about these representations in Tables 
I and II. 
7. REPRESENTATIONS IN CHARACTERISTIC p 
In this section we investigate VG in the case in which k has characteristic p 
and is a splitting field for the representations appearing. This case is more 
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difficult than the characteristic 0 case as Frobenius reciprocity and SIascke’s 
theorem cannot be used. For a discussion of this and the concepts of modular 
representations see [2, Chap. 121. Difficulties occur when (YG)l n 147 # 0. 
This means in particular using Theorem 3.4 that W is not irreducible and TTc is 
not a direct sum of W and (VG)L. We first determine (VG)‘- n W and discuss 
when it is not zero. We then determine when ( VG)l is irreducible and when it has 
two composition factors. We assume X is irreducible and satisfies (3.1). 
We begin by determining (V”)’ n W y (v,0, @ P’a0.J n span{virraP for 
tZ = 3,.... ~4. Recall W = span (V,F,,,) by Lemma 4.3. In particular suppose z 
is in both ( l’G)’ and span (VJ,,, for k = 3 ,..., n}. As o is in I;lt$ + l/0,, it 
has a,[211 for I;; component, ~,[I21 as V, component, and z+[zj] $ c,[2j] as 
I/? component for j 3 3 where pi , ~a are in Vi , P*, . If ti,: is the V, component 
of U, Fr = ~~=a~~[21][jl] and tia =-= ;;=a V;21][2j] by Lemma 4.3, since z’ is 
in W. This is equivalent to va[ZlJ z= ‘&a (v,[lj] + va[2j]) [21][jl] and z+[l2] =m 
ZyL (Mjl -I- 74$?~1) [211[31. As [lj1[211[jIl = [j21, [2jlPll[jIl = E121, and 
[ljJ[21][2j] = f21] we get v,[21] = U1 x7=, [j2] + nz(n - 2)[12] or 
0 = w1 f [j2] + wu$(n - 1)[12] 
j=3 (7.1) 
and 
0 I:= (n - 1) a,[211 {- a, f [jl]. 
j=n (7.2) 
If n - 1 is 0, this is equivalent to v,(Cy=-, [j2]) =-- 0 and ~1, Cy_, [jl] 0. If 
n - 1 is not zero, w2 == (-wJ(n - 1)) Cy=, [j2][21]. Kow (7.2) becomes 
0 1 (12 ~~ I) a,[211 + (-er/(n - 1)) Cy=, [j2][21] CFS;, [kl]. Note c,[j2][21] 
a,[21][12][j2][21] _: ! u,[21][lj] d an so 0 : : (72 - 1) a,[211 ~ (v,[2l]:(n I)) 
~~~3~~~3[lj][JZI].N~~~~~~S~~~7=3[Ij][~~l=C~~~[~~~~jll~~~.~~I,~3,ja~[~jl~~~] 
(n - 2)1 C,iiC [Ij][kl]. But [Ij][kl] := [ljk] and [Ik][jl] := [Ijk]~l and so 
[Ij][kl] -‘- [lk][jl] is the identity acting on 1f2. Recall X satisfies (3.1). NOM 
0 = (12 -- I) e,[21] - u,[21]((l/(n - l))~~=,~~~=;, [Ij][kl]] = (n - 1) ~,[21] ~~- 
U,[21]((1 ,(?I - I)) (E - 2 ml- li2(n - 2)(n - 3))) =- (?z - 1) U1[21] c,[21] 
(l/2@ - 1)) (n ~- 2)(n - 1) = (1/2)(2n - 2 - n -t 2) (U,[21]) =- (1/2)(n) 
~i[21]. This discussion and Theorem 3.4 proves the following theorem. ‘I’he 
cases n 4, 5 are done by Inspection. Kate WC have proved xv1 c:‘.,Cz a [2j][k2] 
=y (n .-- l)(n -- 2)/2 z’~. This is used when p == 2. 
THEOREZI 7.1. 1f pr n(n ~ 1) for odd p or n ~~ 2 01’ 3 (mod 4) for p 2, 
(VG)i n TIT 0, (VG) = W @ (VG)L and W is imeducible. The map v <!f I', 
to V,yiwn hy (vl)O -z CL, (v,)[j2] is nonsingular. 
THE~HEM 7.2. lfp ; n for odd p or 4 : n for p x: 2, ( V")i n W has dimensiw 
(dim I’). The incariant subspace is (‘~~0~ -+ z&j where z’~ : (-c~ ‘(II 1)) 
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(C,“=, [j2][21]). The map u of V, to V, given by (ZI& = XT=, z&2] is nonsinguZur. 
The module W/W n ( VG)l- is irreducible. Note here - l/(n - 1) = 1 in k. 
Proof. As n/2 is 0 in k the computations above Theorem 7.1 show that if 
z1a == -vi/(n - 1) C%, [j2][21] = -vr/(n - 1) [21] (& [Ii]) then 
Now (7.1) and (7.2) are satisfied and v&$ + zQ2 is in W. This means z)a Cba 
[lj] -+ 0 for any vZ E V, and in turn CxZ3 [j2] is nonsingular from V, to V, . 
The arguments above Theorem 7.1 now show ( VG)‘- n W is as specified above. 
Note n - 1 is - 1 in k here. The irreducibility of W/W n ( VG)i follows from 
Theorem 3.4 and the usual inspection when n = 4 or 5. 
THEOREM 7.3. Ifp j n - 1 for oddp or n = 1 (mod 4) forp = 2, ( VG)l 2 W. 
,liote n + 0 in k. Also Cja3 [231 is the zero map on V, . In each case WI W n ( VG)l 
is irreducible with the one exception of n = 5 and p = 2. 
Proof. As n - 1 is 0 in k and va E V, , the computations above Theorem 7.1 
show ~,(x:j”=, [lj] Cz==, [kl]) = (1/2)(n - 2)(n - l)v, . If p is odd, (n - 1) 
(n - 2)/2va is 0. The vectors of V, which are mapped to 0 by va ---f (x7=, va[l~“j) 
form a subspace U, of V, for which Use, is in (VG)” n W. As U, # 0, U, = V, 
because X is irreducible. It follows similarly that V,e, C W and ( VG)l C W. 
If p = 2 and n = 1 (mod 4), the same argument shows W > ( VG)l. The irre- 
ducibility of W/W n (VG)l follows from Theorem 3.4. The cases n = 4 and 5 
are again done by inspection. 
We now determine when ( VG)‘- is irreducible and when it has two constituents. 
Recall that X is irreducible. It was shown in Lemma 4.7 that if X and X* are 
not similar, ( VG)-L is irreducible or has a unique invariant subspace on which 
H acts as X. We will assume that X itself is one of the irreducible constituents 
of the 1 space of an irreducible S;-, representation satisfying (3.1) induced 
to s,_, . This means that X 1 S;_, is either irreducible or has two irreducible 
constituents. 
Suppose there is a proper G invariant subspace W, of (V”)” containing a 
vector v1e1 1. z’a0a . If there is also a different vector ~~0~ -+ vie, in W, , (~~-z@, 
is in r/r/, . Eow as IIT1 is G invariant it is K invariant where K is the stabilizer 
of 2 in G G S,- considered modulo its center. This means (vZ - TJ~)Q, K = 
(va - vi)K t9, = V.& as K acts irreducibly on V, . Now (V,B,)[l2] = V,O, 
and SO W, = (VG)l. In particular then WI consists of vectors of the form 
vre, + f (v#a where f maps a subset of V, -+ V, . As vr0, + va0a + VU;& + 
49, = h + 44 + (vZ + 44 , f is linear and non singular where it is 
defined. If u E H n K, (vr0, + v&Qa = *((nro)e, + (v,u)B,). This means 
f (vi)0 = f (vru) and the domain of definition in V, is an invariant subspace for 
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H n K. The action of H n K on this domain is similar to the action on its 
image under f. By our assumptions on X this must either be Vr or a subspace 
of half the dimension. We find further conditions onf. 
Let P’ be an element of Vi on which f is defined. First note that (~‘0, -, f(~)e,) 
[l2] =- -+a[12]0, S~f(U)[12]8,) and so f(f(v)[l2]) = a[12]. In particular this 
shows that if f is defined on V, it is defined on f(v)[12]. If y is the map l/; - -J 
p-‘, +[l~l I- i , y? -_ --- 1. Let pllzl map Vz ---f Vr by ~[i~,(n~) = v~[ 121. Clearly now 
y L= ,qlrl f. \Ve may also act on ~0, +J(a)B, by [2, 31. By noting 0,[23] 
-c231(9, and decomposing 8, in terms of 0, and 0, by Lemma 4.4 wc get 
-((v6$ + ,f(v)0,)[23] x a[23]8, +f(~)[23]0a =: (a[231 -; f(z9[21])8, -1~ f(7;) 
[23][3 I][ 1210, . Because this expression is in IV, f is defined on $231 -- f(?)[2l] 
and in fact f(v[23] j-- f(v)[21]) -:: f(a)[23][31][12]. This becomes f(a[23]) ~ 
v[21] := .f(z)[l3]. We have shown that if f is defined on v it is also defined on 
f(e>)[21], on ~[23] -(- f(z)[21] and so on a[23]. ils f is defined on an invariant 
subspace for H n R, it must be defined on all of V, as its domain of definition 
is [23] invariant. Recall S is irreducible. 
If 0 E N n K, (,f(~)[l2])~ = f(v)a*[l2] and so (r(a))0 y(v~“). Hcrc 
U* = (sgn u)~. The following diagram commutes on I,; 
We now suppose X 1 S;‘, is an irreducible representation of S& . In 
particular assume S;-, := H n K fixes 1 and 2. Let fl, = Cy=, [2i]. Consider 
its action on Vr . The computations above Theorem 7.1 show (A,)” := -(l/2) 
(n - l)(n - 2)I and [2, 3]fl, + fl,[2, 31 = -(n - 1)1 where I is the identity 
on Vr. rfpr(l/2)(n - l)(n - 2),fl, is nonsingular. Suppose p does not divide 
(1/2)(n - l)(n - 2). Note z&o = aa*fl, where z, E V, and 0 E N n K. This 
means the following diagram commutes. 
Now y-i /I, commutes with the action of H n K on V, and so is scalar. Let 
Y p1 . /l, = --X-ll. Then ptlzl .f = y = --fl,h andf = p[rzl (hfl,). 
As ~2 : -1, (fl,h)” = -1. This means -(1/2)(n - l)(n - 2)h” =: --I and 
(l/2)@ - I)@ - 2)h2 = 1. As .f(2;[23]) j v[2l] =-= f(v)[l3], hv[23]/1,[12] j- 
v[21] = Xvt1,[12][13]. This becomes Xv([23]fl, + &[23]) -U == 0 and so 
v(-(n-l)X-l)-Oandso(n-l)h=-l.Thisshows~~n-l.(Weare 
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assuming p r (1/2)(x - l)(n - 2) an d so of coursep r n - 1 unless p = 2.) Now 
A = -l/(n - 1) and (n - l)(n - 2)/2(n - l)(n - 1) = 1. This is 2(n - 1) = 
n-2202% =nandn=OinF.Inthiscase,h = 1. 
We have proved the following lemma. 
LEMMA 7.4. If X restricted to S;-, is irreducible, ( VG)i is irreducible unless 
possiblyp / (1/2)(n - l)(n - 2)orp j n.Ifp 1 nforoddpor4 j nforp = 2, (VG)l 
is reducible by Theorem 7.2. 
We now consider the case in which for odd, p p 1 n - 1 and for p = 2, 
n = 1 (mod 4). As above we have f(f(z~)[12]) = $121. Also v[21] + 
f(v[23]) =f(z)[13]. Replacing 3 by i > 3 and summing gives (n - 2)v[21] + 
f(v/l,) = f(a)/lr , where /l, = CL, [2i] and fl, = Cr=, [li]. Here fl, acts on 
V, and /la acts on V, . As p 1 n - 1 this gives --v[21] +f(vfl,) = f(~)flr . 
Now VJ, = 0 and V,A, = 0 as otherwise V,A, would be an invariant S;-a 
subspace and so is 0 or V, . But flz2 = -(1/2)(n - l)(n-2)1= 0 and so V,A,= 0. 
Again I is the identity on V, . This means in turn that --v[21] = 0. This proves 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 7.5. If X j S;-, is irreducible and either p is odd and divides n - 1 or 
is even and n = 1 (mod 4), VG is irreducible. 
For the case p ] n - 2 we will also need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 7.6. Suppose p 1 n - 2 and p is odd. If also X 1 S;-, and ( VG)l are 
reducible, then there is a nonsingular map y, as above, from V, to V, for which 
y(v)0 = y(vu*). If X 1 S;-, has distinct conjugate constituents, V, is a direct sum of 
subspaces affording each of these constituents. 
Proof. We have proved the existence of y above. If X 1 S,, has distinct 
constituents, there are precisely two by our assumption. Each must be a top 
and bottom constituent because of the existence of y. 
We next consider the reductions mod p for the ordinary representations (n) 
described in Section 6 for various primes p. For a discussion of reduction mod p 
see [2, Chap. 121. By appropriate choice of bases, induction and restriction to 
(V”)’ commutes with reduction modp as if X, 3 are the appropriate reductions - 
mod p, Xc = Xc and the restrictions of Xc and XG to ( VG)l can be made to 
correspond by Lemma 4.4. If S,, and S;-a are both irreducible on V, , we 
have shown ( VG)l is irreducible unless p / n or n - 2. We now state a theorem 
describing the various situations. 
THEOREM 7.7. Let X, be the ordinary basic representation (n) described in 
Table I. Then Xn is irreducible unless p j n and n is odd. In this case XQ has a 
composition series with two distinct irreducible representations Y, and Yz . Each 
of Y, and Yz restricted to S,, and S;_, is irreducible. Also Y, 1 S;-, = x+1 , 
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Y,* i S;-, =: x$-, , and ITn # Y ,* . For other odd n, X, g 37: . For n even 
xn C$ 1: unless p 1 n in which case xmn g xz . Note for p = 2 that x,, = Xz . 
If p j n and n is odd, X n+l 1 S, has a nonsplitting composition series with constituents 
Y, and Yz . 
Proof. For fixed p let n be the smallest value for which the theorem is not 
true. 
Let 2, be the representation of S;- on the (VG)-l subspace of (X,_,)G. Let 
Z, be the representation of S, on the ( VG)L subspace of (X,-JG unless p 1 n - 1 
and n - 1 is odd. In this case let Z, be the representation on the (VG)l subspace 
of Y,“_r . Thus if Z, is irreducible, it is X, and if reducible, X,, -k X’,* . We 
must distinguish various cases. Suppose first p 7 n - 2, n - 1, or n. In particular 
X-,-r is an irreducible representation for S;-, and X+r is irreducible. If n - 1 
is even, X+r 1 S,, is irreducible by induction and the fact that X,-r 1 S,--, 
is irreducible. Now Zn is irreducible by Lemma 7.4. As X, is Z, is irreducible 
and Zn is irreducible X% = Z, is irreducible. We are using here that (X&G = 
-Cl and that the (Y”)’ subspace can be made to correspond as say Vr’le, + 
Va8, . As X, = X$ , X, = Xz and the theorem holds in this case. Suppose 
n - 1 is odd. Here Z, is reducible. As Z, is the reduction modp of Z, , Z, is 
reducible. This means (r”)’ has two constituents which must be Xn and Xz . 
We must show XR f Xz as p r n here. But X, and Xz agree in A,- and have 
zero trace outside A,- except on the inverse image of an n-cycle. If p r n, the 
modular characters are different on this n-cycle, a p-regular element, and so 
;u; #XZ. 
Suppose now that p 1 n - 1 and n - 1 is even. Then X,-r is irreducible. 
Note X+r I &-a is irreducible as Xn-a is irreducible and is X,-r 1 S,-, by the 
induction. In this case Z, is irreducible by Lemma 7.5 or Lemma 7.4 if p = 2 
and n G 3 (mod 4). Now Xn is irreducible. As X, = Xz , Xn = X$ . 
Suppose now p j n - 1 and n - 1 is odd. In this case X,-r has irreducible 
constituents Y and Y*. In this paragraph we delete the n - 1 which should 
accompany each Y. Namely, we denote I-,-, as I’. We have defined Z, as the 
action on the 1 subspace of Y G‘. We will show this is irreducible and equal to 
X, or .X$ . By induction Y 1 S,, and S;-, are irreducible. Also Y j S,, C& 
(Y 1 S;-a)*. By Lemma 7.5, Z is irreducible. Here X, i SP, is irreducible. 
As X, has the same degree as dim (V”)I, X, must be Z or (Z)“. As p +’ n, 
Xa * Xz as above. We need only show Xn / S,_, has a nonsplitting composition 
series with factors Y and Y*. As X, is the representation on (VG)c)l of S,- 
where I/, is represented by Y, the restriction to S,-, has Y and Y* as composition 
factors. If the representation splits, it splits when restricted to S,, . Here the 
composition series would be Y j S;-, and (Y 1 ST;-,)* which are distinct. The 
unique S;-, invariant subspaces are V,Q, and V.0, . However, these are not 
both S,, invariant and so X, 1 S;-, does not split. 
We now consider the case p I n. Suppose n is even. The arguments above show 
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(YG)l is reducible and Xn is irreducible. The modular characters are equal and 
so Xn = Xz . We may assume then that n is odd. By Theorem 7.2, (-VG)‘- n W 
has dimension dim V and so ( YG)l is reducible with a minimal module ( vG)‘- n W 
for which the restriction to S;-, has representation X$-r . This uses the in- 
duction. Lemma 4.8 shows S,a- acting on ( VG)l is a nonsplitting module. Let 
Y, be the action on (vC;)‘- n W. As X, is the action on (VG)l, the statements 
follow by the induction and Lemmas 4.6 to 4.8. 
We next consider the case p / n - 2. If n - 2 is, even, X,-i is modularly 
irreducible. Also 2, is reducible and so is z, . It follows that X, = 2, or 22 . 
Again, unless p = 2, 2, # zz and so the theorem holds in this case. 
Suppose then n - 2 is odd. This means n - 1 is even and we must show 
z, is irreducible for then Xn will be zn or zz . As X, z X,X , X, g x$ . By 
induction X+, is modularly irreducible. However, I,%?+~ 1S;-, has two distinct 
nonsplitting constituents Y and Y *. By Lemma 7.6, (V”)‘- is irreducible. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 7.7. 
The theorem allows computations to complete Tables III and IV. In Table III 
Xz is the representation on an irreducible subspace of (vG)‘- where the re- 
TABLE III 
Basic Representations (n), n > 4 
Ordinary Modular 
Parity representa- Divisibility irreducible Decomposition 
of n tion Degree OfP representation Degree of 8, 
_. - 
Even x, + x,” p--21p Pfn Y, # Y,* *“t-2)/” xn = Y, 
Odd x, = x,; 2,%--l,,* Pfn Y, = Y,* 2’“-I,,? xn = Yn 
Even p:n Y,, =- YT: 21+-?1,2 x,* := S’“, 
Odd Plfl Y, + Y,Y 2’“- :I,,% x,, :-- Y, + Y,; 
presentation on V is X,-i and Yz is the representation on an irreducible subspace 
of ( VG)’ where the representation on V is Y+r . The results show Xn is modular- 
ly irreducible unless p / n and n is odd. In this case X,, has two distinct modular 
constituents Y, and Y,” . In Table IV, 2, is the representation on Win charac- 
teristic zero when the representation on V is X,-r . In characteristic p, T, is 
the representation on W/W n ( VG)l when the representation on V is Y,-r . 
The modular constituents of X, and z, are as stated. These can be computed 
using results from this section and the Branching theorem from Section 5. 
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8. AN APPLICATION 
The knowledge of VG determined above is sufficient to show that the basic 
representations above are the only irreducible representations of S,- representing 
a 3-cycle with a quadratic minimal polynomial. This means for characteristic 
other than three that the eigenvalues are w and w2 where w is a primitive cube 
root of I. This is stated as follows. 
THEOREM 8.1. Suppose Y is an irreducible representation of S,- for which 
Y( I’) has a quadratic minimal polynomial with T an element of order 3 represented 
in S, by (123). Assume n 3 5. Then Y is one of the basic representations Y, 
or X, described in Table III. 
Proof. Suppose Y is a representation of S, which is a counterexample for 
minimal n. Then Y / S,-, must have constituents which satisfy the theorem 
for S,-, . We make use of a version of Frobenis reciprocity for fields of charac- 
teristic p. Namely, Horn&Y, VG) s Hom,;-l(Y 1 SC-, , V). This result is 
well known and can be proved easily. If we let V be one of the top constituents 
of Y I S,-, , we see Y is a bottom constituent of VG. We have analyzed the 
bottom constituents using Theorem 3.4. These are either irreducible constituents 
of ( VG) L or TV itself. The irreducible constituents of ( VG)’ are Y, or Y*, . As 
the theorem is assumed false for n, Y must be W itself. By Theorem 6.2, 
(n - 1, 1) ) S;l-, has (n - 2, 1) as a constituent. As (123) is in S,_, , (n - 2,1> 
is also a counterexample to the theorem unless n < 6. One must check the 
ordinary and modular character tables of S,- and S,- to see Y, and X, are the 
only possible representations. 
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